SENSENICI FLIGHT PERFORMANCE ALUMINUM PROPS FOR VANS AIRCRAFT

For the Lycoming O-235 (125 HP): 72 CK Series Propeller..............................P/N 05-01127..................$3,496.00
For the Lycoming O-320 (150 or 160 HP): 70 CM Series Propeller................P/N 05-01468..................$3,794.00
For the Lycoming O-360 (180 HP): 72 FM Series Propeller.........................P/N 05-01470..................$3,889.00

Both Systems Include:
- High Performance Fixed-Pitch Aluminum Propeller
- Aluminum Propeller Extension Included
- 2 or 200hr warranty (whichever comes first)
- Personalized service

*All models listed are land planes.

SENSENICI COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT PROPELLERS

Sensenich composite propellers are available for a wide range of experimental aircraft engines such as the Rotax 912, 912S, 914, Jabiru 2200 and 3300, Continental 0-200, and Lycoming O-235, O-320, and O-360. Replacement blades, hubs, bolt kits, extensions, and spinners are also available. See www.aircraftspruce.com for complete list of Sensenich products, part numbers and prices.

SENSENICI ALUMINUM PROP BOLT KITS

These propeller bolt kits for Sensenich aluminum propellers include the bolts and washers for propeller attachment.

PROPELLER BUSHINGS

SENSENICI A-437 For installations with Continental taper shaft, 5/8" O.D. x 3/8" I.D. x 1/2" Long.

Set of 6 ............... P/N 05-01127 ............... $33.50


Set of 6 ............... P/N 05-01128 ............... $128.50

SENSENICI PROPELLER FOR CESSNA 172'S

This propeller is STC's for Cessna 172's thru 177 and the Lycoming O-320 series engines. It is available in pitches of 56 to 60 and no spinner change is required. Features a full 2 inch diameter reduction. Model 74DM7514-0-56-60 (Specify pitch). .................. $2,562.95

SENSENICI METAL PROPELLERS

Most popular models of Sensenich metal propellers are available in local stock for immediate shipment. Installation bolt kit is furnished with each propeller. Attaching kit for flange shaft will be packed for all Continental installations unless taper shaft installation is specified. Propellers may be shipped via UPS, Partial List - Request Prices on Unlisted Models. Approximate Shipping Weight 40 Lbs.